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DAYTON, Ohio - There is always a trade-off between national security and individual 
civil liberties, but the balance of the two in American society is shifting, say University of 
Dayton law experts. 
And it's having an effect. The American Civil Liberties Union reports its highest 
membership in its 82-year history, a 20 percent increase to about 330,000 nationwide since Sept. 
11,2001 
"Our system is changing, it's much different than it was two years ago," said Richard B. 
Saphire, a UD law professor who also serves as a member of the state board of directors of the 
ACLU. Some of the changes were codified in the USA Patriot Act, a measure Saphiie calls 
typical of the federal government's historical tendency to react to national security threats in 
ways that are deemed "overkill" in retrospect. 
A good example is the internment of people of Japanese descent during World War II 
after the attack on Pearl Harbor, said Lisa A. Kloppenberg, dean of UD's law school and a 
constitutional law specialist. 
"It's so difficult to evaluate claims of military needs when you're not from the military," 
she said. "The highest ruling on internment came in 1944 in Korematsu v. United States and 
other related cases, which upheld the presidential executive order of curfew, internment and 
confiscation of property for people of Japanese ancestry living in designated areas on the West 
Coast. And that applied whether they had just arrived in the country or had been here for three 
generations and had family members serving in the military." 
Although the court found, in the words of Justice Hugo Black, "all legal restrictions 
which curtail the civil rights of a single racial group are immediately suspect," the majority 
opinion also said "exclusion of those of Japanese origin was deemed necessary (by the military 
authorities) because of the presence of an unascertained number of disloyal members of the 
group, most of whom we have no doubt were loyal to this country." 
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"Part of what troubles us is that is was so easy to target Japanese-Americans," 
Kloppenberg said. "They were more identifiable than German-Americans or Italian-Americans. 
They were so 'different.' They kept their own language skills alive, many were Buddhist. They 
were considered the 'other.' They were thought more likely to be disloyal, to practice sabotage 
or espionage." 
Students in Kloppenberg's constitutional law class started the year drawing parallels 
between people of Japanese origin in the 1940s and another group of easily identified and 
different people -current-day Muslims of Arab descent. 
The war on terrorism is so "broad and amorphous," Kloppenberg said, that it defies 
easy answers. "We need to urge federal judges, with their lifetime tenure and political 
protection, to cross-examine the government aggressively before depriving people of their civil 
rights. But that's a difficult balance to strike." 
The USA Patriot Act, approved by Congress last October, gives federal investigators 
broader powers to electronically eavesdrop, track Internet communications and search without 
notifying a suspect. It allows the FBI to access personal records "to protect against international 
terrorism," allows federal investigators to share information with intelligence agencies and says 
those who harbor terrorists can be prosecuted. Immigrants suspected of terrorism can be 
detained for a week without being legally charged. 
Sap hire calls it "a political document, not just a law enforcement document. Congress 
acted quickly and without the kind of careful deliberation that such an important set of new 
public policies deserved. It was important to many members that Congress respond in a way 
that would be perceived to be swift, dramatic and vigorous, so that people would believe that a 
serious threat to our safety and security was being treated seriously" after Sept. 11, 2001. 
"In the face of a crisis or an emergency, the government tends to do more rather than 
less, and you can understand why," he said. "They would rather be accused of doing too much 
than not enough. They want the means to go after (terrorists), search them and get rid of them, 
and that's what this act does. Most people don't value their civil liberties as much as they do 
their sense of safety and security. And they don't view sacrifices concerning civil liberties as a 
problem personal to them. It's easy to assume that only bad or guilty people will be directly 
affected by the diminution of freedom that the Patriot Act embodies." 
He says the Patriot Act's information-sharing clause gives "potentially staggering power 
to law enforcement. The CIA has tremendous search capability, more than that granted to 
domestic law enforcement agencies. Some people believe it's quite plausible that information 
will be used in prosecutions that couldn't have been obtained by the police or FBI." 
The balance of security and freedom is "shifting in the courts, in legislation and on the 
street," Saphire said. "The balance between security and civil liberties has moved toward 
security, and that's a real serious question. We're changing the way we think of ourselves and 
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the relationship between us and the government and the role of the individual in society." 
Instead of brand-new laws, old laws will come into play if terrorists disperse contagious 
biological agents into a community. In the early 19th century, quarantines were routinely 
imposed. 
Law professor Vernellia Randall created a new course that began this fall on 
bioterrorism and public health law. "The way to deal with an epidemic is well established," she 
said. "You identify who is sick and then you separate the sick people from the well people. You 
use contact tracing to find out where they've been, and doctors report in if they're seeing a 
wave of people with common symptoms." 
In Ohio, police powers of the state are transferred to public health officials when a 
sihtation arises that threatens public health. Guards with full police powers would be placed at 
quarantine sites, property could be confiscated to be burned and personal movementwould be 
curtailed. 
But it's the threat of a bioterrorism attack that raises fears. "Bioterrorism scares people, 
and people are prepared to go to great lengths with little data of harm for the illusion of safety," 
Randall said. "The idea that someone could release a germ that would kill thousands of people 
makes people prepared to give up liberties." 
On the plus side, she said, laboratories are now receiving funds to ramp up their 
capabilities to detect and treat diseases. 
Even though the balance between security and freedoms is in flux, Saphire expects a 
long-term restoration. 
"The framers of the constihttion knew our nature so they overprotected our freedoms," 
Saphire said. "They were thoughtful about the nature of human beings and the propensities of 
government over time. Those freedoms are in there because we distrust ourselves, and in times 
of threat, we will move the baseline. 
"At the end of the day, they gave the courts the responsibility to protect our freedoms, 
and many believed the Supreme Court would prevent us from shifting the balance too far from 
our principles. But history has shown that reliance on the courts to protect our freedoms, 
especially in times of war or perceived emergencies, can be and has been misplaced. 
"We the people must be vigilant. We musttake the responsibility to hold the 
government accmmtable for the way it exercises its powers." 
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For media interviews, contact Lisa Kloppenberg at (937) 229-3795 or via e-mail at 
lisa.kloppenberg@notes.udayton.edu; Richard Saphire at (937) 229-2820 or via e-mail at 
richard.saphire@notes.udayton.edu; and Vernellia Randall at (937) 229-3378 or via e-mail at 
vernellia.randall@notes. udayton.ed u. 
